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Abstract 

Riparian zones (RZs) have a clear distinct behaviour than the rest of the landscape. Particularly in 

water-limited regions, such as the Brazilian Savannah (Cerrado biome), where dry season may 

extend 5 months, the difference between riparian and upland zones is highly pronounced due to 

vegetation water access to groundwater, and this can have implications on the climatic and 

hydrological cycles. In order to quantify this difference at large-scale, it was herein proposed to 

(1) map RZs using topographical information, (2) investigate how land cover is distributed among 

topographic gradients and (3) investigate vegetation behaviour through remote sensing vegetation 

measurements and evapotranspiration (ET) estimation. A 140,000 km² upland region inside the 

Cerrado biome, called the Urucuia aquifer system, was chosen as study site. The region has seen 

a huge agricultural expansion during the last decades, with mechanized and irrigated crops 

increasingly using water from its underground reserves, which associated with climate change can 

have a big impact on the ecosystem, and understanding the role of RZs can be essential to quantify 

this impact. The height above nearest drainage (HAND) index was used to map RZs, by visually 

assessing bellow which values the index provided a reasonable RZ buffer comparing with Google 

Earth imagery. We also used HAND to quantify across its values the historical land cover 

distribution obtained by the MapBiomas database, and analyse vegetation behaviour in RZs and 

upland zones (UZs) using remote sensing vegetation measurements of normalized difference 

vegetation index (NDVI) and normalized difference moisture index (NDMI) and ET estimation 

from the surface energy balance algorithm for land (SEBAL). A necessary step for HAND 

computation is a defined stream network, for which the main challenge is identifying channel 

heads. Herein it was developed an algorithm that produced a varying draining area threshold 

(vDAT) map for channel initiation, using the topographic position index (TPI) as an auxiliary 

variable. This algorithm was tested using MERIT-DEM. With the stream network, HAND values 

bellow 5 m provided the best RZ buffer. As for land cover distribution, we captured that forests 

naturally occur more densely in the extreme values of HAND (very shallow and very deep) and 

that farmland historical occupation in the Urucuia region occur more in the upper portions of the 

terrain, possibly due to soil conditions stablished during landscape formation and evolution. As 

for vegetation activity, the land cover class seems to have more influence on vegetation behaviour 

than topographic position, for all indicators computed. Yet, NDMI values in Riparian Forests are 

greater than in Upland Forests, particularly towards drier conditions, in terms of both seasonality 

(drier months) and inter-annual variability (drier years). Despite this indication of more water 

available in RZs than UZs, the ET estimation could not capture these differences, possibly due to 

difficulties in estimating this variable in natural vegetation with high degree of water stress. 

Key-words: Riparian Zones. Brazilian Savannah. Cerrado Biome. Remote Sensing. Vegetation 

Indices. Evapotranspiration estimation. Height Above Nearest Drainage.   
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1. Presentation 

1.1. Introduction 

Hydrological realistic physical representation, in terms of process and spatial complexity, is 

desirable in order to access the impacts of climate change, land use change and to allow better 

climatic and hydrological forecasts. However, hydrological behaviour at large scale is still poorly 

understood, mainly because of the lack of observable parameters at relevant catchment scale and 

process complexity representation. An alternative to landscape heterogeneity representation is 

grouping landscape elements in terms of their hydrological similarity.  

A variable with great potential in this regard is topography, as it has a clear influence on catchment 

processes across different spatial scales and landscapes, such as flow rate and direction, 

groundwater level, recharge and discharge areas, soil storage, rooting depth, vegetation cover and 

geology. Using topography to link landscape by hydrological similarity is not new. Still, there is a 

lot to be explored in this type of application. 

A particular case where this application can be useful is in assessing information in Riparian zones 

(RZs). as they play important roles in ecosystem functioning and water quality controls and there 

are reasons to believe that they play a more relevant role in large-scale water balance than their 

small area extent would suggest. Particularly in water-limited regions such as the Brazilian 

Cerrado, where dry seasons may extend up to 5 months, RZs provide a valuable source of water 

for ecosystem and social functioning. 

RZs have been drawing attention recently, mainly because of human land use expansion and 

climate change. In the Cerrado biome, last decades have seen a huge spatial expansion of 

farmlands, mostly destined to pasture and croplands. Moreover, precipitation in the last years is 

below long-term average and climate change studies indicate an even drier climate in the future. 

All these factors drive attention to the need of proper management in these regions, in order to 

satisfy both socio-economic and ecosystem water demands. 
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A particular region inside the Cerrado, called the Urucuia Aquifer System, is of strategical 

importance in Brazilian water management, mainly because its groundwater is responsible for 

maintaining essential environmental services, such as providing water to sustain the baseflow of 

the São Francisco River during dry months. This region has seen a massive agricultural expansion 

in recent years, specially irrigated, with increasing water use, and its effects on environmental 

resources have yet to be fully understood. Associated with climate change, this can have a 

profound impact on the surrounding environment. Understanding the role of RZs in this system 

can be essential in quantifying this impacts, as they are believed to play a huge role in 

environmental controls 

First, however, we must know how to assess information on these ecosystems’ location and water 

demands. Assessing information on RZs at large scale, however, is not a simple task. Remote 

sensing may provide valuable information. Measurements and estimations provided by remote 

sensing that have a clear influence on RZs are related to topography, vegetation activity, 

evapotranspiration, soil moisture and water storage. 

1.2. Objectives 

The main objective of this study is to investigate how RZs’ vegetation behaviour differs from other 

terrain portions in regions with consistent dry season, such as the Brazilian Neo-Tropical Savanna 

(Cerrado), at large scale, using widespread remote sensing information. In order to quantify this 

difference, it is herein proposed to (1) map RZs using topographical information, (2) investigate 

how land cover is distributed among topographic gradients and (3) investigate vegetation 

behaviour through remote sensing vegetation measurements and evapotranspiration (ET) 

estimation. The Urucuia Aquifer System (140,000 km²) was chosen as study site for its 

environmental and management importance among the Brazilian territory. 
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2. Hydrological processes in riparian zones 

Water falls on land surface in form of precipitation. The water that does not fall directly on water 

bodies passes through processes of interception, infiltration, evaporation, transpiration and lateral 

movement before reaching water bodies or returning back to the atmosphere. These processes are 

influenced by several characteristics of the landscape, such as vegetation cover, soil type and 

geology. An important factor that controls those landscape characteristics and also water 

movement directly is topography. 

As water movement is largely controlled by gravity, topographic gradients have huge importance 

in determining water fluxes in terms of velocity and accumulation. These fluxes can be more easily 

understood from a hillslope perspective. In this perspective, landscape may be divided into four 

components: drainage, riparian zone, hillslope and plateau. Identifying these components on the 

landscape is not easily done; however, the profile scheme presented in Figure 1 is helpful for 

understanding some processes. 

The riparian zone (RZ) can be defined as the interface between aquatic and terrestrial domains. 

The upland zone (UZ) is divided into hillslopes and plateaus, where their separation lies on 

topographic gradients, which are greater in hillslopes. Usually, hillslopes are in transition between 

plateaus and riparian zones and plateaus are in transition between two hillslope systems. This is 

not always the case, as landscape presents complex geomorphologic features and component 

definition is not so clear. However, the scheme of Figure 1 is a well-suited general case for 

understanding. 

Precipitation and soil interactions generates fluxes of overland flow and infiltration. The latter is 

the process of water entering the soil from ground surface. Water that infiltrates is stored in the 

soil or moves further by processes of throughflow or percolation. Throughflow is the fast-

horizontal water movement in soil upper layers. Percolation happens at the interface between the 

upper and deeper layers, where water moves to the saturated region of the soil, called water table, 

aquifer or groundwater. Water supply to the aquifer through percolation is the process called 

groundwater recharge. Groundwater movement is very slow. The water table usually follows 

topographic gradients (Hubbert, 1940) until water flows to water bodies – rivers, lakes, pounds, or 

sea. This process is called groundwater discharge. It is responsible for maintaining water on rivers 

and lakes during dry periods. 
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Figure 1: Hillslope perspective showing main landscape elements. 

The water stored in the soil provides moisture to plants. In the root zone, vegetation collects water 

from soil and returns it back to the atmosphere through transpiration. The vegetation characteristics 

in a region are dictated, mainly, by soil water availability.  It can be permanently wet, with cycles 

of flooding, or adapted to periods without water varying from a few days to several months. 

Riparian zones, however, generally have a pronounced difference than the rest of the landscape. 

In water-limited regions, where vegetation is adapted to long dry periods, the riparian system 

usually falls in the permanently wet category, provided by groundwater; whereas in wet regions, 

where vegetation is constantly wet, riparian vegetation is controlled by flood pulses and erosion 

and deposition processes (Hupp and Osterkamp, 1996). Figure 2 shows a comparison between two 

undisturbed areas with and without water limitation. 

The preservation of wetlands and riparian zones world-wide have been drawing  attention recently, 

because of their economic and ecological value and sensitivity to water level changes (Baker et 

al., 2006; Scott et al., 2014; Stromberg et al., 1996; Tabacchi et al., 2000). The hydrological 

processes in these areas are of great relevance, as they can have important roles in amplifying 

catchment response to climatic variability, by increasing evapotranspiration in drier periods 

(Lupon et al., 2018; Scott et al., 2008, 2014; Serrat-Capdevila et al., 2011; Tabacchi et al., 2000). 
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Figure 2: Riparian zone distinct vegetation cover compared to upland zone in (a) wet region – tropical Congo forest 

– and in (b) semi-arid region – Australia. Source: Google Earth.  
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3. Tools for RZ identification 

3.1. Hydrological similarity 

Landscape factors, such as climate, topography, vegetation and soil have influence on each other’s 

long-term formation. This concept is called landscape coevolution or catchment coevolution 

(Sivapalan and Blöschl, 2015; Troch et al., 2013, 2015). We can imagine the long-term physical 

processes of erosion and sediment deposition that are shaped by topographic gradients (slopes) 

and chemical processes of weathering that are shaped by water content (Lepsch, 2016). As a self-

organizing system, therefore, landscape features are developed in a way to efficiently fulfil 

hydrological processes of drainage and water storage (Savenije, 2010). The partitioning and 

destination of incoming and outgoing water fluxes are mostly defined by soil moisture conditions, 

and its spatial distribution plays important roles in controlling infiltration, evapotranspiration, 

recharge and runoff generation (Beven and Kirkby, 1979; Dunne and Black, 1970; Famiglietti et 

al., 1998; Moore et al., 1991; Nobre et al., 2011; Sørensen et al., 2006). 

Considering that many points in a region have similar soil moisture characteristics – and, by 

consequence, similar hydrological behaviour – they can be grouped in terms of hydrological 

similarity (Beven, 2012; Flügel, 1997). Separating the landscape in units of hydrological 

similarity, therefore, is a very useful tool in hydrology for understanding governing processes on 

soil and vegetation. It allows hydrologists to simplify landscape physical representation by 

accounting processes in a lumped way, while information can be accessed in a distributed way. 

Hydrological modelling has been using this conceptual approach for decades for distributed 

applications (Arnold et al., 1993; Beven and Kirkby, 1979; Collischonn et al., 2007; Savenije, 

2010) as a less demanding alternative to the complex and high computational cost physically-based 

approaches (Abbott et al., 1986; Kollet and Maxwell, 2006). 

Topography can be a valuable tool in grouping landscape features, as it greatly influences local 

energy and water budget, and so hydrological conditions such as groundwater flux and soil 

moisture are strongly controlled by it.  Hydrological conditions of fluxes and accumulation 

controlled by topography, hence, can also be used as proxy for soil formation (Behrens et al., 2010; 

Kopecký and Čížková, 2010; Lin and Zhou, 2008; Park and van de Giesen, 2004; Pelletier and 
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Rasmussen, 2009) and vegetation cover (Bartels et al., 2018; Fan, 2015; Fan et al., 2017; Furley, 

1999; Kopecký and Čížková, 2010). 

3.2. Topographic indices for RZ identification 

Topography information is widely available today through digital elevation models (DEM), and is 

of great importance in recent application of hydrological sciences. Topographical indices to 

identify wet areas are being used for a long time, and continue to evolve in all kinds of hydrology-

related studies. A notable example is the topographic wetness index (TWI), developed by Beven 

and Kirkby (1979) to run within the TOPMODEL. It is defined by: 

ln(a/tan b), 

where a is the local upslope area draining to a certain point per unit contour length and tan b is the 

local slope gradient. The index is a measure of the predisposition of the soil in a specific point 

within a catchment to become saturated. It has been widely applied in hydrologic research and 

modelling. Until the early 2000’s, most research regarding topographic controls on hydrologic 

conditions focused on improvements in obtaining the TWI (Tarboton, 1997), as it was early 

recognized its high sensitivity to scale of the DEM used (Ågren et al., 2014; Blöschl and Sivapalan, 

1995) and to the algorithm used to compute flow directions (Kopecký and Čížková, 2010). The 

matter with the physics of the TWI, although, is that it only considers upslope and local 

topography, neglecting downslope controls in soil moisture conditions, demonstrated in several 

studies to be strong (e.g. Crave and Gascuel‐Odoux, 1997; Hjerdt et al., 2004). 

To overcome these issues, some other topographic indices have been proposed, considering each 

cell value as a function of a downslope cell following the flow direction path, either by distance, 

difference in elevation or both. The downslope cell is chosen by some criterion, which may be the 

catchment outlet cell (Crave and Gascuel‐Odoux, 1997), a cell where head difference equals some 

threshold (Hjerdt et al., 2004) or a cell in which a channel exists (Murphy et al., 2009; Nobre et 

al., 2011). 

It has been demonstrated that these approaches have advantages over the classic TWI on predicting 

soil-water proprieties (Ågren et al., 2014; Gharari et al., 2011; Murphy et al., 2009, 2011; Oltean 

et al., 2016). In considering each cell as a function of the closest channel following the flow path, 
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we can highlight two indices that were developed at about the same time and provide the exact 

same result: the depth to water (DTW) (Murphy et al., 2009, 2011) and the height above nearest 

drainage (HAND) (Nobre et al., 2011; Rennó et al., 2008). 

3.2.1. The Height Above Nearest Drainage (HAND) 

The HAND algorithm (Nobre et al., 2011; Rennó et al., 2008) gives the vertical distance of a given 

grid point to the nearest drainage following the flow direction path. Grid points are, then, 

hydrologically connected accordingly to their respective draining gravitational potential. The basic 

assumption of the index is a classical idea that topography follows water table (Hubbert, 1940). 

As water content have been observed to have major controls on landscape (Christoffersen et al., 

2014; Detty and McGuire, 2010; Fan, 2015; Le Maitre et al., 1999; Miguez‐Macho and Fan, 2012), 

cells with the same gravitational potential would have similar hydrological behaviour that match 

with runoff generation mechanisms, soil proprieties and land cover characteristics (e.g. Gao et al., 

2018; Gharari et al., 2011; Savenije, 2010; Schietti et al., 2014). 

The resulting HAND map (Figure 3) could be interpreted as a normalized altitude map in which 

low values correspond to wet areas (riparian zone), and higher values would correspond to 

hillslopes and plateaus, depending on other topographic features, such as local slope (Savenije, 

2010). Riparian zone buffering is one of the most potential applications of HAND (Kuglerová et 

al., 2014; Murphy et al., 2011; White et al., 2012), as giving a drainage potential to a point based 

on drainage location can be very useful for identifying similar hydrological landscape elements. 

HAND computation requires a hydrologically coherent DEM (with resolved sinks), computed 

single flow directions (as multiple flow directions would result in more than one value for each 

cell) and a defined drainage network. It has the advantage of being little dependent on DEM 

resolution and on the flow direction algorithm used (Ågren et al., 2014; Hjerdt et al., 2004), 

although its performance is very sensitive to a well suited drainage definition. All HAND 

applications reviewed herein used very simple methods for drainage extraction. Most recent 

hydrological research has not given much attention on this matter, although channel definition had 

considerable effort in the 1980s. Next section will discuss drainage extraction in DEMs with more 

detail. 
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Figure 3: HAND application in the Amazon, (a) cross-section with hydrological hillslope (A-A’) relating vegetation 

cover and water table level and (b) ground-truth points onto SRTM-based HAND grid. Source: Rennó et al. (2008). 

3.3. Drainage extraction from Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) 

Points at which runoff is sufficiently concentrated that fluvial processes dominate over slope 

processes represent a drainage channel (O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984). The definition of a drainage 

channel in a DEM grid is a necessary step in several hydrological applications such as the HAND. 

The usual GIS approach to define drainage network is by setting a draining area threshold (DAT), 

i.e. a pixel value representing channel heads on a flow accumulation grid map, above which every 

pixel is considered part of the drainage network. So, by testing different DATs and observing 

satellite images or existing drainage maps one can see what DAT fits best to the actual drainage 

channel. Most applications in catchment hydrology use a single value for DAT, but this may lead 

to considerable errors, because draining area is not the only topographic feature controlling 

channel initiation. 

Steeper areas usually require less draining area than flatter ones. Channel heads have been 

reportedly associated with the convexo-concave terrain profile, i.e. break of slope, which is a result 

from erosion processes of flow transition from diffusive to concentrate (Howard, 1994; 

Montgomery and Dietrich, 1988, 1989). Channel initiation contributing area are shown to vary as 

a function of local topographic slopes (Montgomery and Dietrich, 1988, 1989). However, local 

slopes are highly dependent on DEM resolution because they only consider adjacent cells for 
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computation, therefore using an area-slope relationship is only suitable when applied to fine scale 

DEMs, which are not widely available and often very hard to obtain. To date, all applications of 

drainage extractions using slope-area relationships relied on fine-scale DEMs (e.g. Menduni et al., 

2002; Passalacqua et al., 2010; Pelletier and Rasmussen, 2009; Tarboton and Ames, 2001). 

For large-scale applications and to overcome the scale issue, the topographic position index (TPI) 

index can be used to assist stream network definition. First introduced by works of Guisan et al. 

(1999) and Weiss (2001), it was proposed to compute different landforms. TPI is calculated as the 

difference between the original DEM pixel value and the average value of its neighborhood defined 

by a selected radius. In practice, it is the difference from mean elevation (Wilson and Gallant, 

2000), where the mean elevation grid is equivalent to a low-pass filter using a circular window 

(Burrough et al., 1998). Negative values indicate points lower than its average surroundings 

(valleys), while positive values indicate a position higher than the average (ridges), and values 

close to zero are slopes or flat areas. The radius will determine the scale of the landscape feature: 

while large radius values correspond to major landscape units, small values will reveal smaller 

features (Figure 4). 

In its suggested application, two different radii are selected – 300m and 2000m, to represent small 

and large neighbourhoods – and different slope position classes are attributed to each pixel based 

on breakpoints (thresholds) of the combined TPI grids. Weiss (2001) recommends values of radii 

and breakpoints to be adjusted for each particular landscape or problem to be solved, as well as 

incorporation of additional metrics, such elevation variance or local slope. The TPI has shown 

promising applications in landform classification (De Reu et al., 2013; Riley et al., 2017; Tagil 

and Jenness, 2008) and wetland analysis (Mokarram et al., 2015). In the porpoise of this study, 

radii and breakpoints can be used to define DATs, and be useful for drainage extraction. This 

application has never been used before and it is one of the innovative aspects shown herein. Further 

explanations of this application will be given in the Methods section. 
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Figure 4: Representation of TPI maps computed at two different radius scales – 300m and 2000m. Source: Weiss 

(2001).  
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4. Monitoring vegetation activity through remote sensing 

The acquisition of information of some propriety of and object or phenomenon recorded without 

physical contact with the object or phenomenon can be called remote sensing. The recording 

device can be anywhere ranging from just above the surface of the Earth to hundreds of kilometres 

away in space. It is based on electromagnetic wave interactions between the signal emitted by the 

device with Earth’s land surface, ocean and/or atmosphere. The variable wanted is not the actual 

measured response by itself, but is inferred by the principles of electromagnetic radiation physics 

coupled with ground data (Jensen, 2006). 

4.1. Spectral indices 

The spectral signature of plants is strongly linked by its chlorophyll and water contents and its leaf 

structure (Figure 5). Chlorophyll is responsible for a markedly absorption in the regions of blue 

and red bands. Three absorption bands in the middle infrared (MIR) region (water absorption 

bands) determine how hydrated the leaf tissue is. At near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths, there is a 

strong reflectance caused by scattering in the spongy mesophyll, the deeper layers of the leaf 

(Purkis and Klemas, 2011). 

From the use of red and infrared bands, it is possible to obtain vegetation indices - dimensionless, 

radiometric measures that indicate relative abundance and activity of vegetation, like leaf-area-

index (LAI), percentage green cover, green biomass, absorbed photosynthetically active radiation 

(APAR) and chlorophyll content (Jensen, 2006). Some of them can be visualized in Table 1, where 

𝜌 is the reflectance of the band (Red, NIR, MIR), 𝐺 is a gain factor, 𝐿 is canopy background 

adjustment factor, 𝐶1 and  𝐶2 are coefficients for atmospheric aerosol correction. 

NDVI provides information about vegetation photosynthetic activity or LAI and is used to monitor 

vegetation activity and growth. NDMI gives vegetation water content and has more closely 

relationship to plant biomass and water stress than NDVI. SAVI improves vegetation activity 

information with adjustments to minimize soil “noise” in the NDVI. EVI is used as well to correct 

soil noise in NDVI, and it also increases sensitivity on high plant biomass, useful in densely 

forested areas. 
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Figure 5: Vegetation and water spectral signature. Source: Purkis and Klemas (2011). 
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Table 1: Remote sensing vegetation related indices. Source:  Jensen (2006). 

4.2. Evapotranspiration estimation 

Another important information of vegetation signature is evapotranspiration (ET). There are 

several ways to estimate this variable through remote sensing data. Most common approaches rely 

on (i) physically-based equations such as the Penman-Monteith equation (Mu et al., 2007, 2011) 

or on (ii) surface energy balance methods (Allen et al., 2011; Bastiaanssen et al., 1998a; Liou and 

Kar, 2014). Physically-based ET estimations use vegetation indices and parameters associated with 

meteorological data to fill the equation variables. Energy balance approaches use surface 
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temperature, surface reflectance and NDVI, as well as their interrelationships to compute energy 

fluxes. 

The advantage of energy balance based over vegetation-based methods is that actual ET rather 

than potential ET is computed – capturing ET reductions caused by stress of disease, salinity or 

shortage soil moisture. In these approaches, evapotranspiration is the residue of the energy balance 

equation: 

 nLE R G H   , (1) 

where LE  is latent heat flux, nR  is net radiation flux, G  is soil heat flux and H  is sensible heat 

flux. The net radiation flux at the surface nR  is obtained by subtracting all outgoing radiant fluxes 

from all income radiant fluxes, as 

 (1 ) (1 )n down down up upR Rs Rl Rs Rl      , (2) 

where downRs  is incoming shortwave radiation, downRl  is incoming longwave radiation, 
upRs  is 

outgoing shortwave radiation, upRl  is outgoing longwave radiation,   is surface albedo and  is 

surface emissivity. Soil heat flux is computed by 

 2 4( 273.15)
(0.0038 0.007 )(1 0.98 )n sR T

G NDVI 



   , (3) 

where sT  is surface temperature (K). Sensible heat flux is 

 
p

ah

c dT
H

r


 , (4) 

where   is air density, pc  is specific heat of air (1004 J/kg/K), dT  is temperature difference 

between two near-surface heights and ahr  is aerodynamic resistance (s/m). The parameter dT  is 

obtained by assuming that it has a linear relationship with surface temperature sT , and that in a 

cold pixel of the image LE  is maximum and H  is zero and in a hot pixel H  is maximum and LE  

is zero. The aerodynamic resistance ahr  need to be calibrated by an iterative method described by 

Allen et al. (2013).  
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5. The Brazilian Neo-Tropical Savanna (Cerrado) 

The central plateau region of Brazil is home to the Cerrado biome. It covers about 22 % of the 

Brazilian territory (an area of 2 million km²), being the second largest tropical ecosystem in South 

America. Because of its geographical location (uplands of Brazil), the biome is located at the 

headwaters of several South America’s major rivers, including the São Francisco, Tocantins, 

Parnaíba, Paraná and Paraguay. Therefore, hydrological processes within the Cerrado biome play 

a substantial role on how those rivers behave under climate variability and change and other 

environmental stresses. 

 

Figure 6: The cerrado region (red line) in the context of the major basins in the Brazilian territory. 
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Climate in Cerrado is majorly tropical, characterized by warm temperatures – averages from 20 to 

26 ºC – and intermediate rainfalls – yearly averages varying from 750 mm (in the transitions with 

the semi-arid ‘Caatinga’ and ‘Chaco’) to 2000 mm (in the transitions with the humid ‘amazon 

forest’ and ‘mata atlântica’), with a well-defined dry season, that happens from May to September 

and on winter months (June, July and August) rain is often absent (Eiten, 1972; Oliveira-Filho et 

al., 1989; Villalobos‐Vega et al., 2014). The soils are mostly well-drained, dystrophic, acid and 

have high aluminium content (Ratter et al., 1997). 

The region presents very rich savanna-like vegetation formations, comprising a great variety of   

forests and grasslands. Their physiognomic forms are usually classified into (a) ‘cerradão’, dense 

forests with closed canopy; (b) ‘cerrado strictu-senso’, woodlands and shrublands relative dense; 

(c) ‘campo cerrado’, low tree and shrub savannas; (d) ‘campo sujo’, grasslands with scattered 

shrubs; and (e) ‘campo limpo’, grassland savannas (Cole, 1960; Eiten, 1972). These are the main 

types of vegetation forms, which cover the most part of the Cerrado region across the interfluves. 

Topographic position and gradient, which are indicators of groundwater level and drainage 

controls, have a clear influence on the occurrence of undisturbed Cerrado vegetation (Furley, 1999; 

Leite et al., 2018; Oliveira et al., 2017; Rossatto et al., 2012, 2014; Villalobos‐Vega et al., 2014). 

Deep water tables, which occur at higher terrain elevations, are associated with dense woodland 

structures and more species diversity. Whereas in lowlands and valley floors, where water table is 

shallower and have greater fluctuation regimes, there is a predominance of grassland 

physiognomies. This can be attributed to the intolerance of cerrado trees to waterlogging and flood 

pulses (Eiten, 1972; Oliveira-Filho et al., 1989; Ratter et al., 1997). 

However, in small portions along the valley floors, close to streams, evergreen gallery forests also 

occur, composed mostly by palm trees, called ‘veredas’. These gallery forests are adapted to a 

constant wet environment, promoted by poorly drained hydromorphic soils in shallow water table 

zones along intermittent rivers (Eiten, 1972; Furley, 1999; Maillard et al., 2008). These conditions 

are sustained by groundwater throughout the commonly long dry periods in the Cerrado, making 

this riparian vegetation highly groundwater dependent. 
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Figure 7: The influence of topography and drainage in vegetation and soil forms of the Cerrado. Source: Furley 

(1999). 

 

Figure 8: Cerrado vegetation along a valley floor. (A) Open woody savannah, ‘campo cerrado’; (B) Open 

grassland, ‘campo limpo’; (C) Gallery forest, ‘vereda’.  
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6. Methods 

The goal of this study was to use tools to identify and assess information in riparian zones at large-

scale. In water-limited regions, RZs have a clear distinct vegetation, related to root zone access to 

water table in the dry season. The HAND index may be a good metric for RZ identification, as 

seen in section 3.2.1, because water table follows topography at large scales and RZs are close to 

streamlines. Therefore, by identifying streamlines and using a HAND value threshold to buffer 

RZs using satellite imagery observation, we could then assess information in these zones. 

The main problem with drainage network extraction is that it is very hard to obtain by traditional 

GIS methods or existing databases. We wanted to provide a general tool for large scale streamline 

delineation, allowing to treat all sorts of cases encountered in heterogeneous landscapes and 

climate domains. By testing different GIS approaches for obtaining drainage location, we 

developed an algorithm to define drainage initiation and, consequently, have a reasonable map of 

drainage locations. With this map we could compute HAND and buffer the RZs. 

Next step would be assessing landscape information and verify signature differences between RZs 

and UZs, analysing (1) land cover distribution, (2) vegetation spectral indices and (3) ET 

estimation over HAND gradients. For application site of this process, it was chosen a region inside 

the Cerrado biome, in Brazil, called the Urucuia Aquifer, which will be presented next. 

6.1. Study site: The Urucuia Aquifer System 

The Urucuia Aquifer System is situated among the Brazilian states of Bahia, Minas Gerais, Goiás, 

Tocantins, Maranhão and Paraíba; and is entirely covered by the Cerrado biome, covering an area 

of about 140,000 km². It is an upland aquifer system, in which headwaters provide large Brazilian 

basins, such as the São Francisco, the Tocantins and the Parnaíba. 

Climate in the region is tropical sub-humid, with average daily temperatures ranging from 18ºC in 

winter to 28ºC in summer. Average annual rainfall is about 1400mm in the northwest portion and 

decreases to about 1000mm in the southeast, with standard deviations between 200 and 300 mm. 

The dry season extends from May to September, when rainfall is nearly absent. Reference 
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evapotranspiration is minimum at the end of the wet season (3.8mm/day) and maximum at the end 

of the dry season (6mm/day). 

The whole region has a strong presence of flat-topped mountain ranges, very common in the 

Brazilian Highlands, called “chapadas”, naturally dominated by dense woodlands and where 

agriculture expansion has been greater in recent years. These formations are intersected by large 

valley floors, where vegetation is mostly composed of grasslands and open-wooded savannahs. 

Within these valley floors, following intermittent rivers, the landscape gives place to evergreen 

gallery forests called “veredas”. 

 

Figure 9: The Urucuia Aquifer in the context of the Brazilian territory 
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For the last decades, the Urucuia region has been one of the main spots of agricultural expansion 

in Brazil, mostly by mechanized and irrigated crops, with increasing water use (Amorim Junior 

and Lima, 2007). The aquifer water availability, as well as the flow of water courses may be 

compromised by the cropland water use. There are already been reported reductions in wetlands, 

floodplains and river flows, with some stretches even drying out (Amorim Junior and Lima, 2007; 

Gonçalves et al., 2018). 

6.2. Drainage extraction – varying draining area threshold (vDAT) for channel 

initiation 

A series of topographic criteria were used to make a varying draining area threshold (vDAT) map. 

Traditionally, a single value of DAT is used alongside with flow directions and flow accumulation 

maps to set drainage locations. We observed that DAT was minimum at steeper areas (about 5km²) 

and maximum at plain areas (about 500km²). The vDAT map, then, is a binary map with these two 

thresholds. Pixels in which the topographic criteria identified as channel heads, DAT values were 

5km², and other pixels DAT values were 500km². A flowchart with the algorithm, is presented in 

Figure 10. 

For the topographic criteria to identify channel heads, we used slopes and different radii of the 

topographic position index (TPI). Figure 11 presents examples of DEM and derived maps of the 

inputs used. First, we selected a slope threshold as a parameter, in which slopes above 5% were 

considered too steep to begin channels. After that, we selected two neighbourhoods – 300m and 

9000m, which we are going to call tpi300 and tpi9000 – in combination with value thresholds in 

which a channel could probably begin, through a trial and error process. Pixel values with tpi9000 

< -1.0m or tpi300 < -1.4m we considered as channel heads, as well as the combination tpi9000 < 

-0.2m and tpi300 < -0.6m. 

After that, a filter to remove outlier pixel values was applied. For each pixel with DAT = 5km², if 

it not encounters other pixel with the same value in 3km following the flow direction, it was 

attributed a DAT value of 500km². This step was necessary because TPI maps with small 

neighbouring sizes present a large number of noisy values, and these values can have a great 

negative effect on the final drainage map. 
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With a drainage map defined, the computation of HAND is possible. Once a HAND map is 

computed, next step was defining a threshold HAND value to buffer riparian zones (RZ). We did 

this by visual assessment, comparing bellow which HAND values RZs would be better 

represented. 

 

Figure 10: Flow chart of DAT map algorithm. 
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Figure 11: Examples of DEM itself and derived maps used as input for DAT map definition. 

6.3. Datasets 

6.3.1. DEM, flow directions and accumulated areas 

For this study we used the Multi-Error-Removed Improved Digital Elevation Model (MERIT-

DEM), which was elaborated by correcting major error components from existing DEM datasets, 

such as the SRTM, JAXA and AW3D (Yamazaki et al., 2017) . Flow directions and accumulated 

areas were taken from the MERIT Hydro database (Yamazaki et al., 2019), which is a suite of 
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global hydrography products produced on the MERIT-DEM. The whole dataset is at 3 arc-sec 

resolution (90 m at the equator). 

6.3.2. Land cover 

Land cover data were collected from the MapBiomas project database, which gives annual land 

cover maps from 1985 to 2018 for the whole Brazilian territory. The project is a collaborative 

network made by cloud machine learning processing and automated classifiers through the Google 

Earth Engine platform (Gorelick et al., 2017). The maps are produced through pixel by pixel 

classification of Landsat satellite imagery. More details in: http://mapbiomas.org. 

The MapBiomas classification is divided into 33 classes. As our region is predominantly occupied 

(>99%) by forests, savannas, grasslands and farmlands, we neglected other land cover features. 

We used – for presentation simplification – 4 representative years (1988, 1997, 2006 and 2015) to 

demonstrate land cover change over time, mostly by human occupation in the region. 

As seen earlier, the Cerrado region is home to a unique variety of vegetation physiognomies that 

would be hard to represent by an automated classification. The whole region’s natural vegetation 

is composed by savannah structures with varying woodland density, and the transition between 

these zones would be very to capture by remote sensing measurements. A national initiative like 

MapBiomas or any other largescale land cover classification has, comprehensively, to simplify the 

classification system to achieve a broader view. For this reason, unlike other studies that consider 

a “typical Cerrado vegetation”, herein we used the MapBiomas classes. 

6.3.3. Remote sensing data 

Landsat 5 and Landsat 8 scenes were used on WRS paths and rows presented in Figure 12. Landsat 

5 scenes were taken from 1985 to 2011, whereas Landsat 8 scenes from 2013 to 2018. All scenes 

with less than 5% of cloud cover were collected. This, of course, led to a higher gathering through 

the region dry period (from May to October). Table 2 presents a more detailed view of the image 

collection used. We, then, computed two remote sensing indices to capture vegetation activity: 

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Normalized Difference Moisture Index 

(NDMI). The former to capture vegetation structure and the latter to capture leaf water content. 

http://mapbiomas.org/
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Figure 12: Landsat path-row coverage of the Urucuia Aquifer. 

 

Table 2: Imagery density by month. 

Path Row Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

219 68 9 8 8 11 20 36 45 43 30 24 13 11

69 7 4 7 11 24 31 44 35 30 21 11 12

70 8 12 12 15 19 30 43 34 29 21 10 9

71 10 7 12 19 19 30 36 34 26 18 8 7

220 67 5 3 1 6 23 38 38 40 36 15 10 7

68 4 5 2 6 29 33 36 42 35 18 10 5

69 4 5 5 7 26 32 36 38 35 15 9 5

70 5 7 8 13 22 29 31 37 29 16 3 4

71 8 7 7 13 26 23 28 35 27 15 2 5

221 67 2 4 3 7 11 40 46 42 21 9 5 5

68 3 5 2 7 12 39 50 42 25 8 6 3

Sum 65 67 67 115 231 361 433 422 323 180 87 73
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6.4. Evapotranspiration (ET) estimation 

The evapotranspiration (ET) was estimated  for each scene using the surface energy balance 

algorithm for land (SEBAL) (Allen et al., 2011; Bastiaanssen et al., 1998a). The internal 

calibration was performed by an automated method proposed by Allen et al. (2013) with 

adjustments proposed by Kich et al. (2017). The algorithm was applied in the Google Earth Engine 

Platform (Gorelick et al., 2017), operated by the python API. Climate data were obtained from the 

Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS), which integrates satellite-based and ground-

based data sets for parameterizing, forcing and constraining land surface models (Qi et al., 2015). 

6.5. Data analysis 

We made two categories of analysis to capture groundwater controls in vegetation: in the contexts 

of land cover distribution and vegetation activity: 

1. Land cover distribution: we separated HAND values by classes of 2% spatial frequency 

distribution, which gave 50 classes, presented in Figure 13. For each class, we computed 

the spatial occupation of the main land cover classes (Forest, Savanna, Grassland and 

Farmland) in each year with available classification (1985 to 2018). 

2. Vegetation activity: we used HAND thresholds of <5m riparian zone (RZ) and >5m for 

upland zone (UZ) and the 4 most predominant land cover classes (Forest, Savanna, 

Grassland and Farmland) from the MapBiomas database that did not change over the whole 

period were used combined, generating 8 classes, for each 1000 pixels were randomly 

selected. In each pixel, then, we extracted NDVI and NDMI values and ET estimations 

from SEBAL. 
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Figure 13: HAND values cumulative frequency distribution on study site. Red lines indicate 2% percentiles.  
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7. Results and discussion 

7.1. Computed drainage network and HAND buffer for RZ 

A comparison of drainage defined by different DATs and the vDAT method developed herein is 

presented in Figure 14. Using traditional GIS methods, we tested several DAT values, and drainage 

maps with the best performance were produced using single DATs of 5km² and 50km². The former 

with better representation on valleys’ headwaters and the latter on the flat-topped mountain ranges 

(“chapadas”). In these plain mountain tops, however, one can find considerable big draining areas 

with no apparent drainage (some bigger than 500km²), making it very hard to not overestimate 

drainage on those areas. Even manually separating the “chapadas” from the rest of the landscape, 

it would very difficult to produce a drainage map using a single value of DAT. In valley bottoms, 

it was possible to have a reasonable map using the 5km² DAT, albeit missing a few headwaters in 

steeper and/or wetter areas – which indicates that a region with more variability in climate and 

topography would present an extra challenge. 

The single DAT method can work very well in areas with homogeneous topography or when the 

representation of only the main rivers is sufficient. However, when drainage definition must be 

accurate, drainage definition should take into account other features rather than just a single DAT, 

and the TPI showed great potential in achieving that. As climate and geologic domain of the region 

studied here are relatively homogeneous, the only varying feature governing draining area for 

channel initiation would be topography. Using only the SRTM DEM as input we could achieve a 

well-suited drainage map for large-scale applications, which could capture varying DATs of the 

study site.  

The vDAT method developed herein had definitely the best performance among all other 

traditional GIS methods. All macro features of terrain had a reasonably good drainage definition. 

It was possible to eliminate most of “false yes” drainages on the plain mountain tops and the “false 

no” on the steeper and wetter areas. 

Once the channel is defined, computation of HAND is possible, and using a HAND threshold to 

buffer RZs was proven to be efficient. We tested different threshold HAND values bellow which 
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RZs would be better buffered. The HAND threshold with the best performance was 5m. Figure 15 

presents the HAND buffer compared with satellite RGB image from Google. 
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Figure 14: Satellite image provided by Google (a) of the study site (Urucuia aquifer), orange square represent zoom area (b) solely and with drainage density 

defined by (c) DAT of 500km², (d) DAT of 5km² and (e) using TPI criteria. 
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Figure 15: Same zoom area of previous image, showing riparian zone buffer defined by HAND < 5m.
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7.2. HAND x Land cover distribution 

The results of land cover distribution at HAND is presented in Figure 16. We chose 4 years to 

represent land cover change over the period. We could capture not only how natural vegetation is 

affected by water table, but also human activity. In the first years, Grasslands and Savannas 

occupied most part of the terrain (>80%) at all HAND classes and Farmlands only 7%. In recent 

years, land use changed dramatically with increasing demand for pastures and croplands. 

Farmlands represent now about 25% of the whole region, uplands being more affected (>40%). 

Forests seem to have greater occurrence in the RZ and at top HAND values – around 25%, while 

in the rest of the region the occupation is about 8%. 

We could capture with HAND and MapBiomas land cover database how the classes of land cover 

are distributed over the Urucuia Aquifer System region. What really impressed here was that a 

pattern of historical human occupation was found, as it was expected that farmlands would have a 

more random distribution over HAND values. Even by visualization on satellite images that top 

mountain ranges (“chapadas”) are experiencing more land use change in recent decades, a 

numerical relationship with HAND was a real surprise. An explanation for this pattern in 

occupation invoke again the concepts of landscape coevolution, as soil conditions imposed by 

long-term formation processes may have led to creating better farming conditions on the upland 

terrain portions. 

As it was said here before, Cerrado vegetation presents many forms and distribution, being very 

hard to define with a large-scale classification such as the one used here. The classes of Savanna 

and Grassland are the most inaccurate as reported by MapBiomas (about 32% accuracy, while 

Forests and Farmlands have accuracies of 87% and 93% respectively). In these classes, there could 

be found Cerrado woodlands of varying densities, as well as mosaics of Forests, Grasslands and/or 

Farmlands. This may explain the occurrence of Savannas in shallow HAND values, where they 

were not expected to occur. 

We could see that forests are naturally more present in very shallow and very deep HAND zones 

(around 25% while 8% in the remaining terrain portions). Typical Cerrado forests are expected to 

occur more densely in areas with deeper water tables, as they are known for their deep root systems 

and low tolerance to permanently wetted environments. Even so, they are surprisingly more 
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abundant in the farthest elevations from stream. Although classified the same way by the 

MapBiomas project, the mechanisms controlling their presence is different. Riparian Forests 

experience soils close to saturation (and sometimes waterlogged) all year round, while Upland 

Forests have greater variability in water uptake strategies (Rossatto et al., 2012). 

 

Figure 16: Land cover area rate for HAND classes in years 1988, 1997, 2006 and 2015. 
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Figure 17: Land cover according to MapBiomas in representative area in years 1988, 1997, 2006 and 2015. 
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7.3. HAND x Vegetation activity 

The following results are split into two subsections, one for the vegetation direct measurements 

(NDVI and NDMI) and one for ET estimation. The structure and figures of the subsections follow 

the same form. They are presented in two distinct time periods of 6 years (1986-1991 and 2013-

2018), in forms of monthly averages and box-plots with three panels demonstrating distributions 

through (a) the whole time period, (b) the end of wet season (May) and (c) the end of dry season 

(September). These two periods were chosen in order to capture the contrast between wet and dry 

conditions. Between September and October, conditions are the driest in almost all Cerrado region, 

as it has experienced near 5 months with nearly no rain. Each figure structure is divided into 

Riparian and Upland zones for Forest, Savanna, Grassland and Farmland. At the end of this 

section, maps are presented to help on later discussion. Before going onto the subsections, annual 

averages of the 3 variables are presented next to see a general picture. 

Figure 18 shows time series of annual averages through the period analysed. All three indicators 

of vegetation activity seem to be greater controlled by land cover class than by terrain position, 

Farmland being the land cover class which presented greatest difference between being on RZ or 

UZ. Savanna was the land cover class which presented the least difference in behaviour by terrain 

position. As for Grassland, there is a slight difference in values’ magnitude across RZ and UZ that 

varies accordingly by the same amount in all three variables. Forest was the class that presented 

the most divergent behaviour, as it had a different pattern among all variables analysed. The terrain 

position showed a difference in NDVI values only in last years, in NDMI values throughout the 

whole period with greater difference in last years and in ET no significant difference was observed. 

The grey area on the plots represent the periods which will be further looked into with more detail 

on next subsections. There are 3 main reasons for this split instead of taking the whole series: (1) 

data taken from 2013 to 2018 is from Landsat 8 mission, while the remaining data is from Landsat 

5, which may lead to different values because band wave lengths are a little different between the 

two satellites; (2) the region is experiencing in recent years a warmer and drier climate, which may 

also lead to different behaviour in vegetation activity because water access may be greater in 

riparian zones across this period; and (3) land use changed considerably during the period, and 

although we only used pixels where land use did not change, still a bias can be present because of 
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interactions between landscape elements, mostly related to water use by croplands and pasture 

lands. Thus, the first and last 6 years of the analyses were chosen in order to take a considerable 

amount of data without disturbance on climate and land use change. 

 

Figure 18: NDVI, NDMI and ET annual means for each terrain class and land cover type. Grey areas indicate 

periods further analyzed. 
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7.3.1. HAND x Vegetation indices 

NDVI and NDMI values provide remote sensing direct measurements of vegetation activity, 

depending only on surface reflectance captured by the satellites. NDVI assess vegetation structure 

while NDMI assess leaf water content. Next comments will be regarding Figure 19 and Figure 20, 

which show monthly averages and box-plots at selected periods. 

In terms of seasonality, all land cover classes in both terrain positions showed lower values at the 

end of dry season. Land cover class had a major control in the values, while terrain position 

influenced more the variation between the same land cover class. While NDVI values captured 

greater differences on Farmlands, NDMI values were more sensitive on Forests’ behaviour. 

Farmlands presented a wider distribution of values, as expected. While during the last period 

(2013-2018) they had no significant difference of NDMI measurements between RZ and UZ, 

NDVI captured a pronounced contrast, particularly at the dry season end, which in the RZ the 

average was greater than the UZ 3rd quartile. This indicates similar water contents between two 

zones with different leaf structures. The former could be explained by more irrigated croplands on 

UZ in recent years and the latter by the different crops that are favoured by soil conditions on 

different terrain portions. Of course, the Farmland land cover class presents a great variance of 

land use, and it is beyond the scope of this study to infer detailed information on it. 

For both indices, the Savanna class did not present any meaningful difference for being whether 

on RZ or UZ. As for Grasslands, although distribution and seasonality followed the same 

behaviour, in RZ they presented a near constant difference in values. Overall classes and terrain 

portions during the earlier period, NDVI values were lower than later period, which may be 

intriguing because the last years were drier. NDMI values did not show significant magnitude 

differences between periods analysed, with exception of Riparian Forests, that showed greater 

values during the last period.  

Forests’ behaviour varied significantly between both the period of analysis and the indices used. 

NDMI showed a more pronounced difference than NDVI between wet and dry periods, as it is 

more sensitive in capturing water stress in plants. During the first 6-year period (1986-1991), no 

difference between terrain position was detected in NDVI and in NDMI a significant contrast was 

seen only at driest months. The latest period (2013-2018), on the other hand, revealed meaningful 
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variation between Forests in RZ and UZ at the end of the dry season for NDVI and at all seasons 

for NDMI. During this period in comparison with the first period, NDMI values in Forests were 

considerably greater in RZs and in UZs had a significant decrease during the dry season. As recent 

years had warmer and drier conditions than remaining period of analyses, this may explain why 

we observe that behaviour, as dry conditions would expect to limit water access in UZs and not in 

RZs. 

It was not expected that Riparian Forests would suffer from water stress in the dry season, as they 

are in zones with high soil moisture. The NDVI and NDMI maps (Figure 21 and Figure 22) indicate 

that activity within these zones does not dimishes. By analyzing some points separately, it was 

noted similar or even greater values of the indices at the end of dry season, but this seems to be 

atenuated when plotting the whole data. This may be caused because, despite some narrow 

corridors continue to maintain high activity throughout the whole year, there are significant 

portions at the boundaries that do not. These portions are, still, classified as Forests by the 

MapBiomas. This can be seen by comparing the classification with the maps at the dry season end. 
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Figure 19: NDVI values in Riparian and Upland zones of land cover classes during 1986-1991 (upper) and 2013-2018 (bottom) – monthly averages (left) and 

box-plots (right) at whole period, end of wet season (May) and end of dry season (September)
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Figure 20: NDMI values in Riparian and Upland zones of land cover classes during 1986-1991 (upper) and 2013-2018 (bottom) – monthly averages (left) and 

box-plots (right) at whole period, end of wet season (May) and end of dry season (September). 
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Figure 21: NDVI maps during 1986-1991 (upper) and 2013-2018 (bottom) in the Urucuia Aquifer System at the end 

of wet season and at the end of dry season. Rectangle indicates detailed area in the right, with MapBiomas land 

cover map of the period. 
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Figure 22: NDMI maps during 1986-1991 (upper) and 2013-2018 (bottom) in the Urucuia Aquifer System at the end 

of wet season and at the end of dry season. Rectangle indicates detailed area in the right, with MapBiomas land 

cover map of the period. 
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7.3.2. HAND x ET 

The ET estimation with SEBAL model, as can be seen in Figure 23 and Figure 24, did not capture 

the seasonality in ET of vegetation activity computed by NDVI and NDMI. This was not expected 

to occur, as these measurements were used as a guide of vegetation activity, and it is presumed 

that ET would follow at the behaviour of these variables. What was really surprising was that ET 

was greater in the driest condition (September) than in the end of the wet season for natural 

vegetation (i.e. excluding farmlands). Moreover, ET seems to be overestimated by the model, 

particularly during the dry season, by comparison with other studies in the Cerrado region (Anache 

et al., 2018; Christoffersen et al., 2014; Giambelluca et al., 2009; Lima et al., 2001; Oliveira et al., 

2014, 2015). 

ET is a very hard variable to obtain, and its estimation by energy-balance methods, such as the 

SEBAL, requires calibration of parameter values (hot and cold pixel) and other constraints 

imposed by the operator regarding knowledge of energy balance and radiation physics (Allen et 

al., 2011), which were not made here in great effort. Also, the SEBAL model has been applied 

mostly for consumptive water use and agricultural crops (Liou and Kar, 2014) and calibration 

focus only on one vegetation type (e.g. Allen et al., 2011; Bastiaanssen et al., 1998b). For 

heterogeneous landscapes, which was the case here, more complex approaches should be 

considered (e.g. Chang et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2008). This may explain why only Farmlands and 

Grasslands had significant difference between RZ and UZ and why in Farmlands the seasonality 

is less “anomalous” comparing with vegetation measurements. 
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Figure 23: ET values in Riparian and Upland zones of land cover classes during 1986-1991 (upper) and 2013-2018 (bottom) – monthly averages (left) and box-

plots (right) at whole period, end of wet season (May) and end of dry season (September). 
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Figure 24: ET maps during 1986-1991 (upper) and 2013-2018 (bottom) in the Urucuia Aquifer System at the end of 

wet season and at the end of dry season. Rectangle indicates detailed area in the right, with MapBiomas land cover 

map of the period.  
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8. Conclusion 

In this study, it was proposed to (1) identify RZs using topographic information and, from that, (2) 

investigate what differs between RZs and UZs in terms of vegetation behaviour and water access 

in the Brazilian Neo-Tropical Savanna (Cerrado). For the first objective, the height above nearest 

drainage (HAND) was used as a proxy for groundwater depth in a 140,000km² region (Urucuia 

aquifer) in the Brazilian Cerrado biome. Its computation was made with SRTM DEM using a 

drainage defined by a varying draining area threshold (vDAT) map made using the topographic 

position index (TPI). For the second objective, once a HAND map was achieved, it was evaluated 

against (a) historical MapBiomas land cover classification, (b) vegetation spectral indices (NDVI 

and NDMI) and evapotranspiration (ET) estimations using the surface energy balance algorithm 

for land (SEBAL). Landsat imagery from 1985 to 2018 was used to compute the spectral 

vegetation indices and the ET estimation. 

Scientific contributions obtained herein came from what we could call a “Darwinian” approach, 

i.e., by observing the system patterns as a whole and trying to understand what variables govern 

these patterns. We looked at the long-term aspects of landscape formation and remarked the 

possibility of accessing information by looking at relatively easy to obtain variables, such as 

topography and vegetation patterns. These aspects can be recognized as a sign of landscape 

coevolution, presented earlier in section 3.1. The innovative aspects of this study were: 

1. the application of the topographic position index (TPI) alongside with slope and flow 

accumulations to determine drainage initiation, in means of obtaining a well-suited 

topographic index accounting hydrological similarity (HAND) and, thus, a RZ buffering; 

and 

2. the usage of an index of hydrological similarity based on topography (HAND) alongside 

with a land cover yearly classification (MapBiomas) and historical remote sensing 

vegetation data (NDVI and NDMI) and ET estimations to capture landscape dynamics such 

as land cover distribution and vegetation behaviour in different landscape zones. 

All applications that require an accurate drainage map may benefit from the vDAT method 

developed here. As drainage location indicates higher moisture conditions in the landscape, 

potential applications in the fields of geomorphology, hydrology and ecology are huge. A 
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particular case, which was used herein, was the computation of the height above nearest drainage 

(HAND). 

The HAND map definition was essential in this study for the analysis made. We used the index as 

an indicator of soil moisture conditions shaped by topography, which proved to correlate well with 

land cover distribution and vegetation behaviour across different terrain zones. These moisture 

conditions may also lead to indications of landscape coevolution and hydrological similarity. The 

use of HAND was demonstrated to be promising, particularly in buffering RZs, as they follow 

drainage network and their water access is highly dependent on water table distance. We could 

capture with the HAND index and remote sensing measurements (1) how land cover is distributed 

across topographic gradients over the Urucuia region and (2) how vegetation activity differs 

between riparian zones (RZs) and upland zones (UZ). 

Regarding land cover distribution, it was captured that forests in Cerrado naturally occur more 

densely in the extreme values of HAND (very shallow and very deep), although supported by 

different mechanisms (riparian forests by the shallow water table during all year and upland forests 

by deep rooted systems). Still, in all HAND classes the landscape is predominantly Savannas and 

Grasslands. In recent years, however, human agricultural expansion has been shifting the 

predominance of landscape towards farmlands, which now occupy around 25% of the Urucuia 

region. The historical occupation of farmlands in the region occur more in the upper portions of 

the terrain, possibly due to soil conditions stablished during landscape formation and evolution, 

which enable crops to thrive in these portions more than others. 

As for vegetation activity, the land cover class seems to have more influence on vegetation 

behaviour than topographic position, for all indicators computed. Vegetation in the RZ suffer less 

from water stress than UZs, although in a small degree. his was seen most prominently through 

NDMI values in forests, which are greater in RZs than in UZs, particularly towards drier 

conditions, in terms of both seasonality (drier months) and inter-annual variability (drier years).  

Despite this indication of more water available in RZs than UZs, the ET estimation could not 

capture these differences. Data from SEBAL model acquired in this study indicated ET 

overestimation towards drier conditions, which in turn caused mistaken seasonality. This could be 

caused by the methods used for parameter calibration that are mostly designed to assess 

information in croplands (specially irrigated). ET estimation in natural vegetation with high degree 
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of water stress is still a challenge and a gap to be filled by science. Future studies may provide the 

means to accurate assess plant water use differences between RZs and UZs at large scales.  
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